Important Buildings

**East Pyne**: Math Bowl.
**McCosh**: Guest Talk and B Division Awards. Use the entrance under the arch and go up the stairs.
**Frist Campus Center**: Mini Events and Lunch. For room 309, use the north entrance and go up the stairs. For the MPR, use the southwest entrance and go down the stairs.
**Lewis Library** and **Fine Hall**: Mini Events.
**McDonnell Hall**: Proctor Matching, PUMaC Info Desk, Live Round, A Division Awards. Go down the stairs to use the northwest entrance, or use the southwest entrance to avoid stairs.
**Jadwin Hall** is accessible through both entrances of McDonnell.
**Campus Club** is a coaches’ lounge.

Room Numbers

Most buildings have rooms numbered by floor. For example, Fine 317 is on the 3rd floor of Fine Hall. However, McCosh rooms are numbered by entryway. For example, McCosh 64 is best accessed through entryway 6.
The A level of a building is one floor beneath the first floor, and the B level of a building is beneath the A level.